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WHYTHE OWL WINKS: THE POLITICS OF

ARTIN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC

OnDecember 1, Dr. Ellen Johnston Laing, Maude

I. Kerns Professor of Oriental Art at the Univer

sity of Oregon, spoke to an audience of China Coun

cil members on the subject of her recent book, The

Winking Owl: Art in the People's Republic of China.

Professor Laing guided her audience through the fas

cinating intricacies of political movements and

government policies reflected in Chinese art from

1949 to 1980. As in her book, Laing stressed that this

art, often dismissed in the West as pure propaganda

remote from the concerns of modern (Western) art

must be seen from the point of view of Chinese con

cerns rather than our own. Viewed as a reflection of

government campaigns, political movements, and

power struggles, it can help us to understand not

only the role of art within the Chinese system, but

also something of the system itself. As her lecture
progressed, the relevance of this approach to art in

modern China became increasingly clear. An excel

lent example of the insight provided by Laing's

scholarship is her discussion of the painting the

"Winking Owl" by Huang Yongyu.

The round shape of Huang's owl, feathers fluffed

out as if startled in sleep, is an appealing image, and

innocent enough at first glance. Perched on a spikey,

bare plum branch, the owl winks, one eye closed,

one eye painted wide open, like a small sun in the

black ink of the face. This single, bright eye enlivens

an otherwise simple and direct composition. Yet the

circumstances behind this painting, and, consequent

ly, interpretations of it, are neither simple nor in

nocent The "Winking Owl" (so titled on the paint

ing itself) is painted in the traditional Chinese ink

technique, but the subject is not so traditional. As a

harbinger of death and bird of ill omen, the owl in

China is a creature of darkness which gains power as

that of the sun wanes, on the summer solstice.

Painted in 1978, two years after Mao's death, by an

artist associated with the "Hotel School" of artists en

couraged by Zhou Enlai (by 1978 also dead for two

years) the owl could be—and was—interpreted as a

criticism of socialism, a reference to the waning of

Mao's power and the (ominous) rise of Jiang Qing,

his widow. It is an example of the "black paintings"

(black with Chinese ink; black with anti-revolution

ary spirit) which Jiang Qing attacked violently as

sinister, hate-filled "trash." Such paintings,

produced in the 197Cs, were among the first of

China's publicly acknowledged dissident paintings,

the first Chinese traditional style paintings to be

used on a nationwide scale as a political weapon.

Produced under strict government control, art was,

in the first thirty years of "new China," essentially a

voice of the government, regulated by a hierarchy ex

tending downward from the Central Committee into

local art federations and associations; artists were

government trained, and their work was produced,

published or exhibited only by government ap

proval. Works like Huang's "Winking Owl" reflect

struggles within the government, such as in the

seventies, the struggle between Zhou Enlai and his

policies and Jiang Qing and her supporters. Chinese
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artists, like China itself, were often caught in the mid

dle of these struggles.

In her lecture, Laing presented a clear and concise

view of the political fluctuations which have shaped

modern Chinese art. In the fifties the relative open

ness of the first years of the decade culminated in the

Hundred Flowers movement of 1956 to 1957, the

anti-rightist campaign of 1957, which denigrated

traditional painting styles, and finally the Great Leap

Forward of 1958 to 1959. In the sixties, conflict be

tween Mao and Liu Xiaoqi allowed a "golden era" of

relative freedom for artists, who once again often

used traditional styles and subjects, until the tide

turned in Mao's favor. In 1964, dynamic figurative

propaganda paintings, infused with glowing reds,

set the tone for the launching of the Cultural Revolu

tion, in high gear by 1966. In the seventies, the con

flicts between the policies of Zhou Enlai and Jiang

Qing produced both the peasant art which, under

Jiang's directives, reflected the bright happiness of

the socialist ideal, and also the "sinister" black paint

ings and traditional works, encouraged by Zhou to

welcome foreign visitors to newly refurbished

hotels. By 1978, after the arrest of the Gang of Four,

new policies in art allowed the expression of grief

and resentment over the Cultural Revolution, and

even political criticism. Yet these paintings too, like

those of earlier periods of relaxation of Maoist ideals

in art, were approved for exhibition by the govern

ment, and thus reflected an official viewpoint as well

as (at times) the feelings of the artists.

Laing's lecture was based closely on her book, which

details the events and ideology of these periods in

depth, and is worthy of careful reading. In it she

provides an excellent and well-documented over

view of a crucial period in Chinese history, and

demonstrates beyond question the necessity of politi

cal awareness to our understanding of recent

Chinese art. Her book provides a solid historical

foundation for readers who wish to explore further

the complex issues bound up in the art of modern
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China: the troubled role of the artist in China; the
conflicts between traditional Chinese ink painting

and Western-style socialist realism; the very defini
tion of art "for the people." Against this back

ground, the "Goddess of Freedom" erected in

Tiananmen Square this past summer takes on a

deeper and more complex meaning.

For those who wish to understand modern China,

Professor Laing's book is a major contribution in an

area which has only recently begun to receive

serious scholarly attention. Two other excellent

books which focus on somewhat different but re

lated aspects of modern Chinese art are The New

Chinese Painting byJoan Lebold Cohen and Twentieth

Century Chinese Painting edited by Mayching Kao.

All three of these works offer rich insights into the

troubled world of an art caught in the conflicts be

tween tradition and change in the PRC. Professor

Laing's lecture gave her audience a brief but highly

informative introduction to that world.

[Laing's book is available through the China Council

at a substantial discount for members ($44).]

Germaine Fuller, Department of Art,

Willamette University

SPECIAL EVENTS

China's Crisis: Impact on the China

Trade Job Market

AJoint Luncheon of the China Careers Group and

China Business Network with David P-C Chang

Thursday, January 11

Noon—1:30 PM

Chen's Dynasty, 622 SW Washington

Lunch: $10, members; $12, non-members; lecture is

free

Reservations required for lunch: 725-4567

r\avid P-C Chang, of David Chang and As-

L/sodates, is perhaps Oregon's best-known China
business specialist and a frequent speaker on the na

tional China trade conference circuit. He is presently

a private consultant, after five years as Vice Presi

dent of Nike, Inc., where he started Nike's shoe

manufacturing program in the People's Republic.

Prior to his involvement in China trade, Chang spent

25 years as an architect and land use planner, chang

ing his career in 1978.
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Chang will reflect on the general business environ

ment in China after Tiananmen and focus on oppor

tunities for careers in China-related business for

Americans. In December, Chang made his most

recent business trip to Beijing.

Introductory Chinese Class

Thursdays, January 18—March 22

730—9:00 PM

China Council Office

Smith Center, PSU, M-107

$100, members; $125, non-members

If you have been looking for a serious but relaxed

and non-academic environment where you can learn

the basics of Chinese, the China Council is offering a

class in beginning Chinese, which will run for ten

weeks from January 18 to March 22.

The class will teach speaking, reading, and writing.

You will learn how to pronounce the sounds and

tones of Mandarin Chinese, read the standard pinyin

romanization, read and write a few simple charac

ters, and be able to understand a small vocabulary

and the rudiments of Chinese grammar.

The instructor is Lu Iirta, who has taught Chinese at

Reed College and other schools throughout the

region; she has an M.A. in Education from PSU and

came to the U.S. from Jilin University of Technology

in 1986, where she taught English. Jonathan Pease,

Chinese language professor at Portland State Univer

sity, and Leslie Slocum, vice president of Atiyeh In

ternational who has taught beginning Chinese to

many Oregonians, have planned the class. Registra

tion is limited to eight students and will be held in

the conference room at the China Council office.

Upon completion of this class, you will be able to

join an academic course at a community college or

university or continue studying with a tutor or on

your own.

Call the China Council office to register 725-4567.

1990 Chinese Conversation Circles

Four six-week Chinese Conversation Circles have

been scheduled for 1990: January 18 to February 22;

April 5 to May 10; July 5 to August 9; and October 4

to November 8. All Circles take place on Thursdays,

5:30—7:00 PM and are held at the China Council of

fice. This is an excellent way to polish one's Chinese

language skills and to get to know other members

and visiting Chinese students and scholars.

Native Chinese speakers lead small groups of

Chinese language learners in conversation, often

aided by vocabulary lists or language lessons. Three

skill level groups make up each Circle: 1) at least six

months of Chinese study, 2) two years of study or

on-site study in China or Taiwan, and 3) three or

more years of study.

Register by calling Gaelle Snell at 725-4567; the cost

is $40 for members, $45 for non-members.

Summoning of the Soul: Treasures from
China's Tombs Exhibition at Portland

ArtMuseum

Lectures and Guided Tour

In 1971, the tomb of Lady Dai was accidentally dis

covered at Mawangdui outside Changsha, capital of

Hunan Province. Its almost perfectly preserved con

tents astounded archaeologists and revolutionized

our knowledge of the Han dynasty. An opportunity

to view many of the treasures found at this site as

well as bronzes, textiles, wooden sculpture, and lac

quer pieces from other sites in Southern China will

be coming to the Portland Art Museum, March 20

through April 22, in the exhibition Summoning of the

Soul: Treasures from China's Tombs. Altogether, over

80 objects dating from the 12th to 2nd centuries B.C.

will be displayed, shedding light on ancient Chinese

beliefs about the afterworld.

Summoning of the Soul will be preceded by four

Friday evening lectures, providing a cultural,

religious, and political context for the exhibition.

Beginning Feb. 23 at 5:30 with a lecture by Han his

torian Jack Dull, the series will continue on March 2

and 9 at 5:30, and March 16 at 7:30. Other speakers

are literary historian William G. Boltz, art historian

Jerome Silbergeld, and professor of fine arts Wu

Hong.

The China Council will be organizing a evening

viewing of the exhibition, to be guided by Donald

Jenkins, Curator of Asian Art, and to include a

Chinese meal.

Summoning of the Soul: Treasures from China's Tombs

was developed and organized by the Asian Art Coor

dinating Council, Denver, Colorado in conjunction
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with the Hunan Provincial Museum. The Portland

showing has been made possible by the Collins

Foundation, Lorene Sails Higgins Charitable Trust,

Maybelle Clark Macdonald Fund, Asian Art Council

of the Oregon Art Institute and Mrs. Morris Schnit-

zer.

China: Backward or Forward?

Asia Society Symposium in Portland

Friday, March 30

1:00-4:00 PM

Oregon Art Institute

Berg Swann Auditorium

1219 SW Park Ave.

$750, members; $12, public

(includes admission to Art Museum)

Four top sinologists from around the United States

will place China's contemporary troubles in histori

cal perspective, looking back as far as 150 years to

the Opium War, when China's traditional system

was first challenged by Western imperialism.

Speakers and specific topics will be announced soon.

How has contemporary China been influenced by

thousands of years of imperial tradition, despite the

attempts of its leaders to eradicate the "feudal" past

and create a modern nation? Have communist

leaders like Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping simply

adapted to their own times the functions and roles of

traditional emperors? Did Maoist ideology succeed

in replacing Confucianism or did it capture the

Chinese imagination because of its deep resonances

with this traditional authoritarian system? These

questions and more will be discussed by some of the

nation's most knowledgeable China scholars.

We are able to offer this outstanding symposium to

Oregonians for a small admission fee, because it is

funded in part with a grant from the National En

dowment for the Humanities to the China Council of

The Asia Society. The symposium also is being

presented in cooperation with the Oregon Art In

stitute, which will be hosting the Chinese exhibition,

Summoning of the Soul at the time. Admission to the

Art Museum and the exhibition is included in the

symposium fee. From 4 to 5 PM, symposium atten

dees are invited to visit the exhibition and see these

stunning artifacts of early Chinese culture.

CHINA COUNCIL NEWS

Introducing New and Continuing Board
Directors for 1990

The annual membership meeting November 1

saw the Northwest Regional China Council

Board of Directors approve a slate of new and con-

tinuiing board directors for three-year terms. Cur

rently, the board consists of 28 directors, and Jane

Larson is Executive Director.

The following are the newly elected directors and

then the re-elected directors, in alphabetical order:

Jeffrey Barlow, Professor of History, Lewis and Clark

College. In 1980, Barlow was one of the founding

board members of the China council as a program

under the auspices of the World Affairs Council of

Oregon. He has recently returned from participating

in a Fulbright Scholar program in Taipei. He and his

wife, Christine Richardson, have led many tours to

Asia.

Stanford Chen, Deputy Forum Editor, The

Oregonian. Chen has a deep interest in the current

affairs of China. He is also secretary of the Asian-

American Journalists Association and is a drummer

for Portland's Lion Dance Troupe.

Lee Fitzell, Vice President, International Division,

First Interstate Bank of Oregon. Fitzell has ten years

experience doing business in Europe and has been

changing over to Asian trade finance for the past

three years.

Germaine Fuller, Associate Professor of Asian Art,

Willamette University. Fuller has spoken at China

Council art events. She also is active in Portland's

Classical Chinese Garden project.

Norman Locke, Owner of Columbia Coin in

downtown Portland. He is on the Board of Directors

for the Chinese Chamber of Commerce of Oregon.

Currently, special assistant to the National Grand

President of the National Chinese-American

Citizen's Alliance.

Deborah Martson, Consultant. Past member of the

World Affairs Council Board of Overseers for which

she was Development Committee Chairman.

Martson, up to five years ago, was a vice president

of Reed College.
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Mei Mingjin (James Mei), Attorney, Bullivant,

Houser, Bailey et al. Formerly an Assistant Professor

of the East China Law School in Shanghai. Presently,

Mei is a co-director of the Summer Chinese Law Pro

gram sponsored by the American Bar Association.

Taiwan Commerce Association of Portland member.

Kevin Smith, Assistant to Congressman Les AuCoin.

Past board member of the Northwest China Council.

Ann Wetherell, Art History Instructor, Pacific Univer

sity. Wetherell has been active with the China Coun

cil for many years as a staff member and volunteer,

and has also lead bus tours, and organized events.

Accepting nomination and re-election to a three-

year term are:

Judy Baxter, Owner ofWayside Motor Inn. Baxter, a

CP.A., is the 1989 out-going Treasurer for the China

Council.

Ray Helterline, Vice President, International Banking

Division, U.S. National Bank. Currently on the

Board of the Portland-Suzhou Sister City Program.

Muriel Lezak, Associate Professor, Neurology and

Psychiatry, Oregon Health Sciences University.

Christine Sproul, Director, Asian Study Abroad

Programs, Oregon State System of Higher Education.

Continuing Board Directors include: LoisBeran,

President of the Board, Roger Luedtke, President-

Elect, Dennis Johnson, Treasurer of the Board, Mel

Gurtov, Secretary of the Board, Tina Chang, Yvonne

Cornell, Paul DeYoung, Joan Frances, Mike Hof

fman, Donald Jenkins, Past President of the Board,

Lan Jin, Myrla Magness, Leslie Slocum, Elaine Tan,

and Daniel Werner.

And finally, for those members who have not been

introduced to our Executive Director Jane Leung Lar

son. In 1980 Larson helped organize the Northwest

Regional China Council through the World Affairs

Council. In 1987, she organized and founded the in

dependent Northwest Regional China Council.

Under her guidance and adminstration, the

Northwest China Council membership has grown

and the program budgets have increased.

Leslie Slocum

Thanks to Donors and Volunteers

Giving many hours of his already crowded week

to the China Council, Ian Brandon has been a

regular volunteer since September. A graduate of

the University of Washington in Chinese Studies, Ian

helps with whatever tasks need doing, from filing

clippings to doing mailings or reminding members

of upcoming programs. He is also working on an

update of the trade section of the China in Oregon

directory. Other volunteers have been Bruce Mac-

Gibbon, Carolyn and David Savage, Rita Meiser, and

Wendy Lau. Timmy Wong has worked with Ernst &

Young's Meredith Sanman to computerize the China

Council's accounting system, much improving our

ability to monitor and analyze our financial status.

Deborah Martson has lent her considerable expertise

to the preparation of China Council proposals being

submitted to Oregon foundations. Giving special

help with programs have been Liz Mansfield and

James Mingjin Mei (China Careers Group), Myrla

Magness (China Business Network), and Joel Lupro

and Tina Chang (1990 Taiwan tour).

Thank you to Individual Sponsors Richard Chap

man, Mary Erbaugh and Richard Kraus, and C.H.

Wright and to new Corporate supporters, Major

Donor, Oregon Graduate Institute of Science and

Technology, and Sponsor, Lewis and Clark Law

School.

Diane Fox Succeeds John Sinclair as
Newsletter Editor

A fter editing the newsletter for over one year,

Aijohn Sinclair is devoting more time to his own
writing projects, focusing on his interest in Chinese

food. John created a new look and name for the

newsletter and wrote articles on Chinese restaurants

and films, two of his favorite pasttimes. We thank

him for his enthusiastic and dedicated work this past

year.

Diane Fox, long time member of the China Council

and Instructor of English as a Second Language at

Portland State University, is the new Editor. She

wrote her Masters thesis on how Chinese students

learn English in China and in the U.S. She is also

editor of The ORTESOL Newsletter, the newsletter for

ESL teachers in Oregon. Welcome to Diane, who can

be reached at 725-4088 if you have an idea for an ar

ticle.
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CHINA TOURS

Circle China in 1990

The Northwest China Council Travel Committee

is planning the Council's first tour to Taiwan,

Hong Kong, Singapore, and Macau, Circle China, to

give travelers a feeling for the culture and and lives

of these major Chinese communities.

This three-week tour in October or November 1990

will include guided trips as well as plenty of free

time for travelers, and be led by an experienced

China expert. It is being planned by Tina Chang,

who is from Taiwan; Kyle Cook, Joel Lupro, and Ma

Dawang, all of whom have a professional back

ground in the China travel business.

Details should be available in February. If you are in

terested in receiving early registration information,

please call the China Council, 725-4567.

Vancouver, BC Bus Tour

Vancouver, BC claims to have the second largest

Chinese community in North America and its

Chinatown is an exciting and fast-growing place to

walk through, eat, and shop in. It also boasts the

first authentic classical Chinese garden on the con

tinent. The Sun Yat-sen Garden is small but ex

quisitely beautiful and was built by Suzhou

landscape architects, who will soon build a classical

garden in Portland. Other China attractions also

await us in Vancouver, including several outstand

ing Chinese restaurants, museum collections, and a

Buddhist temple in nearby Richmond.

We are planning a four-day escorted bus tour this

summer (Friday through Monday) which will focus

on China attractions but also give you time to enjoy

this most cosmopolitan city of the Northwest. If you

are interested in such a tour, or have suggestions for

specific attractions we should not miss, please call

the China Council office, 725-4567.

Second Conference of Soviet/

Chinese/ and East Asia Experts

From February 9 to 12,1990, the International

Studies Program of Portland State University

will again host a major international conference on

the implications of perestroika and reforms in the

USSR and China, New Paths of Economic Cooperation

across the Pacific: Second Conference of Soviet, Chinese,

and East Asian Experts. Specific attention will be

directed to the Soviet Far East and East Asia, as well

as to trade opportunities for Oregon.

Sixteen presenters will be participating. They are

leading trade officials, business representatives, and

economists from the Soviet Far East, China, Japan,

South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the US.

The five public sessions at PSU's Lincoln Hall,

designed mainly for students and the general public,

are devoted to business opportunities and regional

development in the Soviet Far East; China's present

and future economic ties with East Asian countries;

and prospects for trans-Pacific economic coopera

tion. These sessions are free to the public.

The private sessions, to be held at the World Trade

Center, will bring the visiting experts together with

Oregon trading firms and organizations for

roundtable discussions of trade and investment pos

sibilities, which it is hoped will lead to concrete

agreements.

The February 1989 international conference and fol

low-up events held throughout the state attracted

over 2,000 persons. The conference was prominently

featured in Pravda, the Beijing People's Daily, and

Northwest newspapers. It was a major event both

for the university and the metropolitan area. With

even broader international participation in 1990, and

a practical emphasis on economic exchanges, we ex

pect that the conference will be even better received

than in 1989.

Speakers from the PRC include: Zhao Zhenyuan,

Harbin Investment School, speaking on the frontier

trade of Heilongjiang Province and the Soviet Union;

Shi Zhenxi, General Manager, Pacific Economic Con

sulting Corp., Hangzhou, on prospects for economic

and trade cooperation among China, Taiwan, and

Hong Kong; Zhao Zhenying, Social Sciences in

China, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Beijing,
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on prospects for economic development in the Asia

Pacific Region; Zhang Baode, Deputy Director, In

stitute of International Finance, Bank of China, on

Japan's expansion of finance and its impact in Asia;

Li Zhaoli, Adviser, China International Trade In

stitute Cooperation Consultation Corporation, on

China's views on economic cooperation in the Asia

Pacific region.

Speakers from Taiwan and Hong Kong include:

Ricky Tung, Research Fellow, Institute of Internation

al Relations, Taipei, speaking on Mainland China in

Taiwan's Economic Future; John C.L Ni, Director

General, Industrial Development & Investment Cen

ter, Ministry of Economics, Taiwan, on Taiwan's role

in Asian economic cooperation; and Peter Y.F. Lo,

Minister of Hong Kong Economic & Trade Affairs,

on Hong Kong through 1997.

For further information, contact the International

Studies Program office at PSU, 725-3455.

Mel Gurtov

CHINA RESOURCES

China in World History Program for
Teachers

IX-12 Educators from Oregon and other

IxNorthwest states are invited to apply for China
in World History, a program of the Oregon Interna

tional Council which is largely funded through the

National Endowment for the Humanities. Teachers

will study the evolution of Chinese culture and its in

teraction with other Eurasian and North American

cultures, under the tutelage of China scholars, and

will review auricular materials and develop in

dividual teaching plans.

Participants can choose from two options: a summer

institute (June 24—July 25) at the University of

Oregon or a series of weekend seminars in fall,

winter, and spring at various sites in Oregon. Up to

eight graduate credits can be earned. Summer In

stitute faculty include historians Jeffrey Barlow,

Lewis & Clark College, and Richard Smith, Rice

University, and China curriculum specialist Elgin

Heinz. Barlow and Smith will also teach the

weekend seminars, along with art historian Jerome

Silbergeld, University of Washington.

The NEH grant covers most costs of the program,

with a stipend paid to participants, so applicants

must meet certain eligibility rules. Contact the

Oregon International Council for more information:

378-4960; 999 Locust St. NE, Salem, OR 97303.

Qigong Class

John Allee will be teaching qigong one night a

week (two hour class) in Portland. John

describes Qigong as "the Chinese yoga," and "the an-

dent Chinese art of moving energy currents inside

your body. This is done through gentle movements,

a powerful breathing technique called 'reverse

breathing' and visualization."

John has a Ph.D. from Medicina Alternativa and was

traditional Chinese medicine doctor practicing in

Washington, DC. He learned qigong from masters in

China and Taiwan and has studied Chinese Taoist

classics. He is a consultant with Tune-Life Books,

most recently having assisted with the chapter on

qigong and Chinese medicine in the book, Powers of

Healing.

Call John Allee at 282-8181 for time and place of clas

ses. The fee is $20 a month.

Share Language and Culture with
Chinese Students

iina Council members who want to help

Chinese newcomers practice Engish and learn

about American culture are sought for the English

Conversation Circle formed by Elizabeth Kingston.

Elizabeth has been contacted by recently arrived stu

dents or students' family members who need help

with their English conversational skills. This would

be a good opportunity not only to talk about

American life and ideas but to hear more about what

has been happening in China. Please call Elizabeth

to volunteer your help: 777-3479.

China Crisis Resources Expand

Thanks to a request from national China Council

director Tony Kane, we are now receiving the

Asian Wall Street Journal Weekly, a valuable new

source of in-depth articles on current events in

China, particularly concerning business and

economic topics. Steve Kosokoff is passing on his

subscription to China Daily, the English-language
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newspaper of the People's Republic. Bruce Mac-

Gibbon continues to donate interesting audio tapes,

including a series of BBC programs on the history of

the Chinese revolution, "The Chinese People Stand

Up", and a tape of Chinese patriotic songs. We also

have received a Chinese-language videotape made

by a Taiwan news organization on the recent events

in Beijing, which includes interviews with students

and extensive footage on the demonstrations.

Class on Women in China

ai Yuyu, a professor of comparative education at

v*/Beijing Normal University and visiting scholar

at PSU, is teaching a continuing education class on

women in historical and contemporary China. She

will explore how women have been affected by the

recent economic reforms, changing concepts of mar

riage and family, and women's employment pat

terns, education, and political participation. This

three-credit course will be held Wednesdays, 6:40—

9:30 PM; to register, call Women's Studies, 725-3516.

INTERVIEW

Chinese Consul General Speaks in

Portland

The Chinese Consul General from San Francisco,

Zheng Wanzhen, spoke in Portland in December

to the US-China People's Friendship Association.

What follows is a summary of the question and

answer period.

Q: What will happen to Chinese students in the US if

they return to China?

A: We don't blame them; they could be excused be

cause they were not aware. But if they don't come

back, who will build up China?

Q: Does the disgrace of Zhao mean that the reforms

of the last few years are in trouble?

A: No. It was Deng, not Zhao, who initiated the

reforms. Zhao's status is still being debated, still un

clear. What is clear is that reforms must have a firm

socialist base. We must not go back to chaos.

Q: What has been the economic impact of the June

events?

A: There has been a $1—$1.2 or 1.3 billion loss in

tourism. At the same time there has been a 20% in

crease in trade with the US.

Q: What is the future of private ownership?

A: There are two problems. First, there is not an ade

quate tax structure in place. Secondly, some private

ownership leads to low efficiency or low quality, to a

poor distribution of resources. Private ownership

must be streamlined to keep those that are good and

eliminate waste.

Q: What should be the US role in the current turmoil?

A: Fang Lizhi must be tried by Chinese law. This is

no longer the era of power politics and gunboat

diplomacy. No government has the rights to inter

fere with or "punish" another, and countries cannot

let themselves be pushed around. We are all equal,

all sovereign states. We make mistakes, but we are

mature enough to correct them. Look at the events.

China didn't do anything to hurt the US, therefore it

is up to the US government to act, as the old saying

suggests: "If you want to untie the knot, you must

rely on those who tied it."

Diane Fox

New Books And Articles On

Current Events In China

Editor's note: What follows is a shortened version of

"New Materials for Teaching about China: 1989 Up

date" that Dr. Steven Thorpe, Department of Educa

tion at Southern Oregon State College, presented this

fall to the China Special Interest Group of the Nation

al Council for Social Studies. The complete version,

with an extensive list of suggested auricular resour

ces, is available from the China Council office, 725-

4567. Items listed below that are at the China

Council office are marked with an asterisk*.

BOOKS

Salisbury, H. (1989) Tiananmen Diary: Thirteen Days

in June. Little, Brown and Company publishers.

$10.95. This is a hastily written and somewhat

criticized book dealing with the Tiananmen mas

sacre.

Yi Mu (1989) Crisis at Tiananmen. Published by and

available through China Books and Periodicals,
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2929-24 St., San Francisco, CA 94110. $11.95.

Publicity note: "Focusing on the students' demand

for 'freedom of the press/ the author examines the

role of the press in China, and the recent controversy

over journalism reform in an era of modernization

and democratic reform."

•Kane, A.G. (ed.) China Briefing 1989. Published by

Westview Press in conjunction with the China Coun

cil of the Asia Society. Available through the

Northwest Regional China Council. $14.85 ($12,

members). See review in this newsletter.

Dean, H. (ed.) (1989) China Now: Reports and Ap

praisal. Published by the USCPFA group in New

York: 308 West 38th St., Rm 603, NY, 10018. This

booklet illustrates the diversity of positions taken by

Americans following the events in May—June 1989.

Turnley, D. and Turnley, P. (1989) Beijing Spring.

Stewart, Tabori, and Chang publishers, 740 Broad

way, NY,10003. $19.95. This is largely a collection of

photographs documenting the events that took place

in China in April—June 1989. A brief text was writ

ten by Melinda Liu, a respected reporter for

Newsweek, and the introduction was written by Or-

villeSchell.

JOURNALS

The Far Eastern Economic Review's October 5,1989

issue was devoted to the 40th anniversary of the

founding of the PRC. It contains thoughtful and in-

depth analyses of many aspects of Chinese life since

1949. Considerable attention is also devoted to the

contemporary scene. Far Eastern economic Review,

Subscription Department, PO Box 150, General Post
Office, Hong Kong.

The Beijing Review is essential reading concerning of

ficial accounts of the 1989 political events in China.

For example, compare the journal's more liberal ac

counts of the student protests in April—May with

the harshly critical accounts since June. Beijing

Review is printed and distributed in the USAby

China Books and Periodicals.

The Free China Review published by Kwang Hwa

Publishing Company of Taiwan offers another im

portant view of the current political events in the

mainland. Kwang Hwa Publishing (USA), Inc., 5

Greenway Plaza, Suite 216, Houston TX 77046-0585.

The World Press Review's July 1989 issue provides a

global perspective of the June 1989 events in the

PRC. World Press Review, Box 1997, Marion, Ohio

43305.

ARTICLES

Many reports have been published about the recent

political events. China specialists have recom

mended the following interpretive pieces.

*McFarquar, R. "The End of the Chinese Revolu

tion," New York Review of Books, July 20,1989, Vol.

XXXVI, No. 12.

"70th Anniversary of the May Fourth Movement:

Student Demonstrations in China, April 15—May 4,

1989." This article was published in China Talk, and

provides "first-rate on-going commentary" on cur

rent events in China, according to Elgin Heinz, cur

riculum specialist. China Talk, edited by Gail V.

Coulson, is published by the United Methodist Hong

Kong office, 2 Man Wan Rd., c-17, Kowloon, Hong

Kong. It is available via airmail for $12 (US).

Time magazine's October 2,1989 issue contains two

important articles, a condensed version of the

photographic essay "A Day in the Life of China,"

and M. Kramer's essay, 'Tree to Fly Inside the

Cage," is helpful.

Steven Thorpe

BOOKS IN THE NEWS

CHINA BRIEFING, Edited by Anthony J.

Kane, Westview Press, 159 pp. $14.85,
(China Council members, $12). Available
at China Council office or by mail (add
$2 for postage).

The Asia Society's China Council has published a

new China Briefing each year since 1981. The

briefings provide a concise, readable overview of

each year's events, designed to interest anyone who

deals with China in more than a casual way. In the

1989 volume, the standard of expertise is high, and

the editing unusually intelligent. Even a reader who

has followed China carefully in the press should

benefit from this book's ordering of events according

to their causes, interrelationships, and possible out

comes. The point of view, while American, is even-

handed, relatively free of political bias and
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completely free of jargon. The 2989 volume covers

the entire year 1988, and a few important events of

early 1989. It went to press just before the June ind-

dent at Tiananmen. This fact, rather than weakening

the book, may actually have increased its usefulness

by keeping it calm, broad and solid, sparing us the

snap-judgment hindsight that has marred so much

recent analysis of China.

This year's volume has chapters on politics, the

economy, foreign policy, and the arts; a chapter on

Taiwan under its new President Lee; one on China

and the United States; and some useful final material

(reading list, chronology, glossary).

The first and last chapters are the strongest: Andrew

J. Nathan on "Politics: Reform at the Crossroad,"

and Paul H. Kreisberg on "China and the United

States: From 'Special' to 'Normal' Relations."

Nathan shows how reform was China's overarching

issue in 1988: "reform" induded not only the

economic and political trend toward loosened

central control, but also the basic issues of economic

and ideological goals, changes in the government's

operating style, and in the people's expectations.

Against this background, the issues of price reform,

corruption, technocracy vs. ideology, and intellectual

alienation appear in a coherent pattern that makes

the rest of the book easy to follow.

Kreisberg's chapter on Sino-American relations

begins with a useful overview of the ten years since

normalization, and ends with some particularly as

tute predictions about future areas of tension, indud-

ing the dangers of anti-reform, anti-Western

backlash if modernization efforts stumble; the con

tinuing challenge that Taiwan presents to internation

al affairs and to the Chinese government; and some

implications of the Soviet thaw toward China and

the West. Kreisberg's main theme—that China's rela

tions with the United States are now normal, not

"special," has deep ramifications and is worth

pondering.

Bruce Reynolds contributes a strong chapter about

the Chinese economy, also worth thinking about lar

gely because of his rather optimistic slant. First, like

Prof. Nathan, he names the release of price controls

as a key to the reform process, and the failure to

release those controls as an event that seriously dis

turbed the economy and the national mood. Second,

he points out that China's growth, foreign trade

volume and international debt were in strong shape

throughout most of the 1980's, so that such factors as

inflation and periodic import binges may not prove

as alarming as they seem. Reynolds'optimism is

profoundly justified; it is not a rosy symptom of

overdependence on government statistics. Rather, it

is related to an essential fact about China that its past

two centuries of turmoil have allowed us to forget:

China historically has been a wealthy nation, rich in

resources, talent, labor and even in money. The pur

suit of wealth and power has never been abandoned

as a national goal, nor considered out of reach.

Gloom about China's situation has usually turned

out to be exaggerated, even in World War II and the

late 196CS. Even-handed assessments such as

Reynolds' deserve more attention.

Steven Levine's chapter on foreign policy, while

filled with data, is more of a summary. Its lack of

depth makes its optimistic tone less convincing.

Ralph Croizier depicts the avant-garde art and film

world with insight and gusto, but leaves literature

out of the discussion, and barely mentions popular

culture except as a background to intellectuals' fears

that modernizing will lead to vulgarization. Within

the avant-garde realm he does correctly point to the

salient issues: how to assess the value of China's cul

ture, how to absorb Western ideas, and how to make

a stronger showing on the world cultural scene.

Thomas Gold succinctly traces Taiwan's evolution

from anti-Communist bastion to a society based on

technocracy, pluralism and dvilian rule. He depicts

the origins of the opposition parties with special

clarity, a valuable thing considering the fragmentary

way in which Taiwan is reported in the Western

press. On the other hand, Gold may rely too much

on the Taiwan press, with the result that he seems to

oversimplify the commitment to democracy of both

the Nationalists and the opposition. He might have

made a more thoughtful chapter by trying to gauge

the deeper nature of changes in Taiwan's sodety, and

in the way Taiwan is perceived by the rest of China.

Other issues which the book does not cover but its

readers should keep in mind indude: the role of

China's military; detailed developments in interna

tional business; the future of Hong Kong, Mongolia,

and Tibet; China's ecological environment; and espe

cially the climate of opinion among China's ordinary

people. Such issues are too specific for a "briefing,"

but surely they could have been included in the list

of suggested readings. Meanwhile, however, the

China Briefing series should be on the reading list of

anyone who will be visiting China (even as a
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tourist), dealing with China, or thinking about China

in a professional way.

Jonathan Pease

Chinese Student Assistance

Committee

The Chinese Student Assistance Committee

(CSAC) was formed by the Northwest Regional

China Council, Chinese American Citizen's Alliance,

and Chinese Chamber of Commerce, under the chair

manship first of Yvonne Cornell, and now Carolyn

Savage. The Committee was formed in response to

the outpouring of concern for the 500 Chinese stu

dents and scholars living in Oregon.

Chinese Student Emergency Fund

A tax-deductible fund, the Chinese Student Emer

gency Fund, was established through Portland State

University Foundation to receive donations which

were being sent to the China Council office. The

Committee has made grants to Chinese students

only for telephone communication made to families

in China during May and June, medical and dental

bills, and textbooks. The number of requests neces

sitated a limit of $60 per person. To date, 49 students

have received assistance.

Fifteen donations have been received, including

$1000 from both CACAand CCC, to make a total of

$3200. Donations are still needed: write checks to

"PSU Foundation—Chinese Student Emergency

Fund" and send to the Northwest Regional China
Council, PO Box 751, Portland, OR 97207.

Medical and Social Services

Chinese-American physicians and dentists offered

free emergency medical and dental care; Victor Leo,

Chinese Service Center offered counseling and con

tributed copies of the resource booklet, Chinese New

comer to all college international student offices.

CACAand CCC offered to help students find jobs in

the area.

Immigration Seminar

Another highly successful project supported by the

Fund was an Immigration Seminar presented on Sep

tember 23 at Portland State University. Jiafang Ruan

and Mike Hoffman invited five immigration lawyers

to speak on visas, work permits, visa extensions,

labor certificates and green cards and deportation

and asylum. These lawyers included: Patricia

Haim, Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt; James Mei,

Bullivant, Houser, Bailey, Pendergrass & Hoffman;

Andrea Bartoloni, Bartoloni & Abbott, and Paul R.

Hribemick, Rappleyea, Beck, Helterline & Roskie, all

from Portland and Susan Douglas Taylor, private

practice, Seattle. These lawyers can be contacted by

Chinese students and scholars wishing assistance

with immigration problems. A video tape of the

seminar is available through the China Council,

along with specific information from each speaker.

Over 125 Chinese students from area colleges at

tended the seminar. Total expenses for this seminar

were $400. The lawyers offered to speak free of

charge.

CSAC and the China Council will continue to act as

a clearinghouse for assistance to Chinese students.

Several people have given students free housing;

there is a bulletin board in Mezzanine Suite 107 for

housing requests/offers, job opportunities, host fami

ly invitations and general notices of interest to

Chinese students. Sponsorship information is also

available. There have been several requests from stu

dents for sponsorship. If you are interested in spon

soring a student from P.R.C. contact the NW

Regional China Council office at 725-4567. If you

wish information on committee activities, contact

Carolyn Savage, 246-3684. Other active committee

members are: Donna McElroy, Bob Stephenson,

Mike Hoffman, and Robert and Sarah Moon.

The Chinese Student Assistance Committee has been

a very successful way for us to show our concern for

and interest in China and the Chinese students in

Oregon. The students have expressed their gratitude

for the assistance. We plan to continue to support

them in any way we can and to offer information

from the local level whenever possible.

Carolyn E. Savage

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: This issue was

prepared by Diane Fox, Germaine Fuller, Mel Gur-

tov, Jane Larson, Jonathan Pease, Carolyn Savage,
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NORTHWEST REGIONAL CHINA COUNCILFOUNDERS,

PATRONS, AND MAJOR DONORS

FOUNDERS

The Asia Society

Schwabe, Williamson & Wyatt

PATRONS

First Interstate Bank of Oregon

KPMG Peat Marwick Main

Nike, Inc.

Northwest Natural Gas Co.

Pacific Telecom

Port of Portland

Ted L. Rausch Co. of Oregon

Security Pacific Bank Oregon

U.S. National Bank of Oregon

Arthur Young & Company

MAJORDONORS

Arthur Andersen & Co.

Blackwell North America

International Seeds, Inc.

Dennis Johnson

Key Bank of Oregon

Lindsay, Hart, Neil & Weigler

Patrick Maveety

Niedermeyer Martin Co.

Northwest Regional Education Laboratory

Oregon Economic Development Department

Oregon Graduate Institute of Science and Technology

Oregon State System ofHigher Education

Pacific Development, Inc.

Pacific Trading Co.

Portland Community College

Powell's Books

Ragen, Tremaine, Kreiger, Schmeer & Neill

Reed College

Spears, Lubersky, Bledsoe, Anderson, Young & Hittiard

Bullivant, Houser, Bailey, Pendergrass & Hoffman Sprouse-Reitz Co.

Cascade Corporation

Cascade Shipping Company

CH2M Hill International

ESI, Inc.

Folkways Travel

Standard Insurance Co.

Stoel, Rives, Boley, Jones & Gray

Tektronix-Asia/Padfic

Westwood Timber Corporation

Willamette University

CALENDAR

JANUARY

1—7

11

1/18—3/22

1/18—2/22

27

FEBRUARY

ANCIENT IDEAS/NEW TECHNIQUES: CONTEMPORARY CHINESE ART: Exhibi

tion of seven artists from Taiwan; at the University of Oregon Museum of Art, Eugene; 12—

5 PM, Wednesday through Sunday (closed University holidays); No admission fee.

Information: Ethel Weltman, 686-3027.

» CHINA'S CRISIS: IMPACT ON THE CHINATRADE JOB MARKET: David Chang

speaks at a joint China Careers Group and China Business Network lecture and luncheon;

Chen's Dynasty; 12-1:30 PM; $10, members; $12, non-members; lecture is free. Informa

tion: 725-4567.

* INTRODUCTORY CHINESE: Ten week basic Chinese class, taught by Lu Lina;

Thursdays, 7:30—9 PM, at the China Council office; $100 members, $125 non-members. In

formation: 725-4567.

* CHINESE CONVERSATION CIRCLE: Six weeks of practicing Chinese with native

speakers; Thursdays, 5:30—7 PM, at the China Council office; $40 members. Information:

725-4567.

CHINESE YEAR OF THE HORSE (4688) BEGINS

CHINA'S ECONOMY: Nicholas Lardy, Economics Professor at the University of

Washington, lectures at Lewis & Clark College, Templeton Center, Council Chamber; no ad

mission fee; call for time: 293-2715.
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2/15—3/4

16—19

18

22—24

23

CHINESE NEW YEAR CELEBRATION: Chinese dinner, Lion Dance, entertainment, and

dancing, sponsored by the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association; at the Sheraton

Airport, 8235 NE Airport Way, Portland; 6:30 PM, no host cocktails, 7 PM, dinner; $25 per

person. Information: George or Mary Leong, 284-2592.

PORTLAND INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL: Films from China, Taiwan, and Hong

Kong; Northwest Film & Video Center, 1219 SW Park Ave (Auditorium); $5 per film. Infor

mation: KathyBudas, 221-1156.

ORIENTAL MEDICINE WORKSHOP: Kiiko Matsumoto, L.Ac, leads a workshop spon

sored by the Oregon College of Oriental Medicine; 4-day event—10 AM—5 PM; $125 for 2

days; $200 for 4 days. Information: 253-3443.

1990 ASIAN CELEBRATION: Traditional Asian dances, food, arts, and crafts, sponsored

by the Eugene/Springfield Asian Council; at Lane County Fairgrounds; 11AM—5 PM; no

admission fee. Information: 343—8584.

IN THE PACIFIC INTEREST: DEMOCRACY,WOMEN,AND ENVIRONMENT: Con

ference at Willamette University, 900 State St., Salem. Information: 370-6285.

SUMMONING OF THE SOUL LECTURE SERIES: Han historian Jack Dull speaks in

conjunction with Portland Art Museum's upcoming exhibition; Portland Art Museum,

1219 SW Park; 5:30 PM. Information: 226-2811.

MARCH

2

16

3/20—4/22

21—24

30

SUMMONING OFTHE SOUL LECTURE SERIES: Second lecture in series held in con

junction with Portland Art Museum's upcoming exhibition; Portland Art Museum; 5:30

PM. Information: 226-2811.

SUMMONING OFTHE SOUL LECTURE SERIES: Thiid lecture in series held in con

junction with Portland Art Museum's upcoming exhibition; Portland Art Museum; 5:30

PM. Information: 226-2811.

SUMMONING OFTHE SOUL LECTURE SERIES: Fourth lecture in series held in con

junction with Portland Art Museum's upcoming exhibition; Portland Art Museum; 7:30

PM. Information: 226-2811.

SUMMONING OFTHE SOUL: TREASURES FROM CHINA'S TOMBS: Exhibition of

artifacts from Mawangdui tomb and other sites in Southern China. Portland Art Museum,

1219 SW Park; Tuesday—Saturday, 11 AM—5 PM, Sunday, 1—5 PM; $3 adults, $1.50

seniors & students, .50 kids 6—12. Information: 226-2811.

THE GREAT OCEAN: A CONFERENCE ON THE NORTH PACIFIC TO 1600: Spon

sored by the North Pacific Studies Center of the Oregon Historical Society. Two Taiwan

and three PRC scholars will participate. At OHS, 1230 SW Park; $35 registration; lodging

available. Information: Cynthia Francisco, 222-1741.

* CHINA: BACKWARD OR FORWARD?: Symposium on China crisis in historical

perspective; Auditorium, Oregon Art Institute, 1219 SW Park; 1—4 PM; symposium atten

dees are invited to visit the Portland Art Museum exhibition Summoning of the Soul at 4 PM;

admission of $7.50 ($12, non-members) includes admission to see exhibition. Information:

725-4567.

*Program is sponsored by the Northwest Regional China Council.
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MEMBERSHIPFORM

Northwest Regional China Council Members receive invitations to China Council events, a subscription to the quarterly newsletter, and discounts on
admission fees and books.

Name I would like to volunteer to help the China Council with:

Address Assisting at events

City/State/Zip Publicity

Home Phone Work Phone Hosting/Escorting speakers/Chinese students and visitors

Occupation Office work

Special Interest in China Fundraising

iriting members

Membership Category - Please check the category you wish:

Individual —$20 Major Donor —$2004500

Family —$25 Patron —S500-S1000

Full-Tune Student —$10 Founder —$1000+

Sponsor —$100-5200

I also wish to make an additional contribution of$ to assist the Northwest Regional China Council with its work. Please detach and return
with a check payable to the Noithwest Regional China Council. To use Mastercard or Visa, complete the following information:

Card No. Expiration date Signature

THE NORTHWEST REGIONAL COUNCIL is formed to deepen public understanding of China's history, culture, and contem

porary affairs (in the People's Republic, Taiwan, Hong Kong, andamong Chinese-Americans). Our events are held all over Oregon

and include exhibitions, lectures, conferences, tours, and business seminars. The Northwest China Council is an independent

non-profit corporation and one of twelve regional China councils in the U.S. affiliated with The Asia Society.
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